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nobody use that.
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(When would you. gather the bark from the hickory trees?)
Well, just anytime when you got a cold.
it off the tree.
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Just go out there andcut
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(Even in the dead of winter, in other words. You.could, if you knew
it was a hickory tree?)'
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Yeah, just so it's green.
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(Oh, you should pick it in the summer when it's green?)
Well, in the wintertime too, you can find a green tree.
out there and chop a chip off.
(Oh, I see what you mean.
Yes.
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Just go
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Just as long as it's alive^)

Just as long as it's alive. That'g the way it was that time.

But now though, there's lot of cough drops there in town now though
because that's where' we get the cough drops. Now, time1 we get it
from the store.
in the store.

I never had seen it anymore since they brought it

Well, I just go to the store and get it.

USING CATNIP FOR*- HIVES

'

•And catnip, that's good for babies to drink.
when they got a youngt baby.

Break out the hives

And it's green, it's greo-n.

I guess

you seen that horehound, didn't you?.
(Horehound candyf)
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You know, this green weed what they cal-"L horehound.
(No, I've never seen thiat.)
•

Well, it's just^ pretty near you like it.

But it's got a sharp

point, the leaves is. Kind of like a cat's tongue.
come thevy call it catnip.
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And that's how

That's g«od for babies to bring the hives

out when they're little. You can. buy that in the store.
got some of that in the store, that catnip.

They've

